
1. THE PHONEMES

1.1. Inventory of Consonantal Phones
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1,2. Interpretation of Suspect Sequences

1.2.1. Nasal-Oral Consonant Clusters

Nasal-oral sequences can be interpreted as being either a single pre-

nasalized phoneme or as being a sequence of two consonant phonemes. There

are factors which push the analyst to interpret all nasal-oral sequences as

being consonant clusters in Konsime.

1. These sequences do not always agree in voicing, as is evident in

the following pairs of words: (N.B. The part of the phonological word

identified as the radical is underlined. Tone fs- indicated by numbers, with

the highest being 1. Following the word's gloss is the noun class to which

the word belongs.)

NC^d/NC^l

[mba?^], 'mouse'(.3), [ mpa?^"^]. 'carp'd),

[mba:^], 'palm nut' (3), [ mpa; ], 'k. of taro'(7).

[ nqom ], 'Hunting trip using dogs'(3), [ nkom ], 'assistance' (9).

Voicing extends throughout the sequences in tire left column, but ceases at

the occlusive in the words of the second column.

2. Nasal-oral consonant sequences do not occur radical-medial ly,

although some consonant phonemes do occur there.

3. (A morpheme division often exists between the nasal and the oral

segments, as in the following:

[mbo'"^], 'arm' (3) (cf. [meV'~^], 'arms' (6);

[mpwa?'"^], 'width'Cg). (cf. [e^bwa?'"^], 'to be wide' (5)'

4. Considerable complexity would be introduced in the phoneme inven-

tory were the prenasalized consonants to be posited.

5. Both nasal and oral segments occur separately as phonemes.

Therefore we conclude that all such sequences are consonant phoneme

clusters.

The nasal phoneme preceding another consonant always agrees with. that

consonant as to its point of articulation. Therefore contrast between nasal

consonants at different points of articulation is neutralized before a con-

sonant. Rather than arbitrarily assigning this phoneme to any of the four

nasal phonemes, we have chosen to posit a nasal archiphoneme , |h|, which occurs

only before other consonant phonemes. This nasal archiphoneme may function

as the marker of noun class membership, or it may be the first consonant of

the radical.
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The nasal archiphoneme is not Syllabic and does not bear contras-

tive tone under most circumstances. Both contrastive tone and sylla-

bicity may accompany it under the following circumstance: If the word

begun by a nasal archiphoneme occupies the Location tagmerae of the sen-

tence and is preceded by a floating high tone indicating Location, then

the nasal archinhoneme will be syllabic and have high tone. The response

to the question, 'T^ere is he?', can be the following: [tp ber *], 'In

the house.' This contrasts with [mber ], 'house' (3).

N —> rm]: voiced bilabial nasal stop*, occurs before bilabial

oral consonants.

rmpuV"^]. 'multiplicity' (9),

[mber^l, 'house' (3),

[mbo'''^l, 'arm'Cl).

—> [n]: voiced alveolar nasal stop; occurs before alveolar oral

consonants other than /I/.

fn^ye?^'"^]. 'fertility' (9), '

''

[ndll''"^!, 'glutton'(l),

rnzl''*he^~^l, 'the action of catching shrimp' (9).
^ —> [R]: voiced velar nasal stop; occurs before velar oral stops.

Cnko:^"^], 'panther'd)

[ngul^l, 'selfishness' (3),

[ ogu? ""], 'deaf person' (3).

—> Cnm]: voiced labiovelar nasal stop; occurs before labiovelar

oral stops.

[

n

mkpa? '^

] > 'road' (3),

[nmqbel^*"^], 'hunter'(l),

[a' rjmqbl? '"^], 'tapioca'(l).

The following data show the bilabial nasal-oral sequences contrast-

ing with /b/ and /m/.

Nb/b

[mba:^], 'palm nut'(3), [ba:^"^], 'K. of plantain' (7).

[mba?^], 'cage'(3) [ba?^l, 'monkey trap'(7).

[mblm^'"^l, 'barrel of gun'(3), [blm^^'^l, 'spoon'(7).

1. See section 'f!.2.8.

2. In its function as a noun class prefix, the morphophoneme N also is

[m] before vowels and semivowels.
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!Jb/n

[ mban
'"'

], 'crocodile' (3),

[mbe?*"^}, 'burden' (3),

[mber^l, 'house' f3),

[fflam ], 'aunt '(7).

[te^'tri§?^"-^L 'to btmp'.

[ e Wr ] , * to seize ' (5)

.

1.2.2. OcclusiverContinuant Clusters.

A sequence composed of occlusive and continuant segments may be in-

terpreted as being either a single phoneme or as being a cluster of two
.

phonemes. The interpretation of all such ambiguous sequences except that

of [fi] will be treated here. For the discussion of [fi], refer to section

1.4.13.

All labiallyrreleased consonant phones and all palatally-released

consonant phones (except for [R]) can best be interpreted as being a clus-

ter of two phonemes, a consonant followed by a semivowel. The following

are the reasons for this interpretation: .

1. /w/ and /y/ both exist as phonemes in contrast with the con-

sonant phonemes. (See sections l.'4.17. and 1.4.18.)

2. /w/ and /y/ occur following a wide range of consonants, whether

voiced or voiceless (for limitations in distribution, see 1.4.17. and

1.4.18.).

Cw/C

[pwa?''"^l, 'yam'd),
+

Ce^wam ^"'^], 'to buy' (5),

[e twab 1, 'to walk in water* (5),

[e^dwe?^"^], 'to look at' (5),

[jwa?^~^], 'eyedropper'(7),

[e swam ~ 1, 'to be shrivelled up' (5),

[ kwa? ], 'tree trunk* (3).

[ gwa ], 'almost'

Fpa?^"^]. 'side'(3).

[bam^l. 'lizard' (7).

[tab^"^], 'goat' (7).

[e'de?^""*], 'to pull away' (5).

fe^ja?''"^], 'to accuse' (5).

Ce^sam'''"^]. 'to sooil^S).
.

[ka?^"^], 'clay pot' (3).

CeV^"^], 'to win' (5).
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Cy/C

[e pyab ], 'to winnow* (5),

[e bya^~ ^, 'to give birth' (5).

[e'tyen "*"^],
'to sen<i'(5).

[cWl '''"^].
'to bind '(5),

[lyen^""^], 'habit '(7).

l-® sys? le J, 'to cut into
pieces '(5),

[£ab'], 'wall'(7).

[e*ba "
], 'to iaar?y*(5).

[e ten "
], 'to shatter'(5),

[e^del^"^], 'to pull weeds '(5).

[e'j^n" ], 'to let pass' (5).

[e^ se? ^le ], to address
with respect' (5),

3. The sequence CyV contrasts with the sequence CiV in identical

enviromnents
. Therefore this rules out the interpretation of Cy as being Ci.

Cy/Ci

[mbya^'l, 'k. of fruit '(3),
+

[ sye J, 'k. of caterpillar' (3)

,

[e%e^'"^]. 'tooth' (5),

[mbl^a^'], 'guardian' (1).

[e^sl'*e^"^], 'to cru8h'(5).

r ^*jt'^ ''-St .
I. e di e J, 'to walk m chest-

deep water' (5) .

Similarly the sequence CwV contrasts with CuV, although not in

identical envdronments

:

Cw/Cu

r^:''"^], 'blade •<?),

[e dwo: "

], 'coldness' (5)

,

[o*swo? 1, 'army ants' (2),
"T*

[e tu^o'''"^], 'to pick leaves' (5).

r^uV"^], 'toucan' (5).

[e''suJo''^^5, 'to dispute' (5).

Added support for the interpretation of [w] as /w/ and not /u/ is found in
the contrast between long and short /e/ after [^Iwl. Since long vowel pho-
nemes are not found after CV , it is most likely that [w] is a semi-vowel
and not /u/ in the underlying phonemic structure.

dwV/dwV:

[e^'dwe'"^], 'to give' (5),
+

[e dwe: ~
], 'to load a gun' (5).

+

1. See Section 1.7.21., Rule A, for the predictable lengthening of
/o/ after Cw.
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6. There is also the possibility o* interpreting [ty] or [dy] as

being palatal stoos. There is, however, clear contrast between palatally-

released alveolar phones- -«nd-the palatal phones.

ty/c

[ tyem 1, 'trap made by suspending
"^

a lance' (7),

[ nt yem ], long breech-cloth' (7),

CeVe.-^e^"^], 'to attach' (5),

dy/i

[c dyem ], 'to be handicapped* (5)

,

[e''dye/'"^l, 'to sing' (5),

a-?

r 4 A-5t
[e cem I, 'to disperse' (5).

[e Rce ma ], 'to roll r>^ the
ground crying '(5).

CeWle*'^], 'to jump' (5).

[e Jem
~

], 'to be prepared' (5),

[e^Je/'-^l, 'to lengthen' (5).

Ce'dye? ], 'to place in a reclining [e Je ?e 1, 'to be unaware of (5).
"^

position' (5),

There is also a limited phonetic similarity between a labiovelar

stop and a velar phoneme followed by /w/. There is clear phonetic con-

trast between these, however.

kw-ko
<j

[ kwa? ^1. 'tree trunk' C^),

[kwar^], 'village' (9),

[e kwa

I

], 'to close an opening
- by means of cords' (5),

[e qwa? ], 'to cease' (5),—

»

[e'qwam 1, 'to renuest'(5)

,

A 1-3

[ kpa? ], 'partridge'<7).

[e^kpar^'^l, 'to choTj'(5).

[e kpal " 1. 'k. of plantain' (5).

Cqba? 1, 'chimpanzee' (1).

r qbam^l, 'digging stick' (7).

Ce gban ~
], 'to choose' (5).

[e Qwan ~
], 'to scrape off bark' (5),

In view of the reasons cited above, we interpret /w/ and /y/ as

semi-vowel phonemes.
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1.2,3. Inventory of Consonantal Phones
(less clusters interpreted above.)

The following consonant ohones remain when these identified as

sequences of two phonemes are removed. Circles indicate which phones

are related to each other as allonhones of the same phoneme.

m

1.3. Inventory of Consonant Phonemes

Bilabial Alveolar Palatal Velar Labiovelar

Stops:

Lateral

Fricative

Semivowel

P

b

m

t

d

n

1

1

n

k

nm

w

1. The Dhones [z] and [z] occur only following a nasal consonant,
+
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l.A, Statements of Cefitfast and Sowpjementation

l.'^. 1. Ivf —> Cpl' voiceless bilabial stop with cavity
+

friction- occurs radical-initially when followed by a semivowel of a

high vowel.

[pl:'^], 'an object on loan'(9),

[eW"^], 'to dig'(5),

[pwa?^'^], 'yatnMl),

CeVyeh^"^], Hro have contempt for' (5),

+

>^p]; voiceless bilabial stop; occurs

radical-initially before all other vowels.

p/b

[e^ea?^'^], 'to peel'(5), [e^ba?^], 'knife»(5).

CqV?^"^]. 'to remove' (5), [e^b£?^~^], 'shoulder' (5).

[pah^'"^], 'machete' (7), [bah ], 'arrow' (7).

1.4.2. /t/ —>[t]: voiceless alveolar stop with cavity

friction: occurs radical-initially when followed by a semivowel or a

high vowel.

[tfr^]. 'animal'd),

[tu?^"^], 'life'(7>^,
+

r tui 1, 'young mushroom' (7),

[e^'twa?^"^], 'to abandon' (5).
T

Ce^yet^"^], 'voice' (5).

—fr] : voiced alve<blar flap; appears

radiwl-medially ^nd radi^al-finally.

[ kwar^ ]. 'village' (9),

[mTr ], 'medicine' (3),

Ce^ta;^''W"^>. 'to begin»(5)
^

[e'toVa 3, 'sweet banana' (5)

,

1. The phones [r] and [g] are ii> complementary distribution with [t] and

[d]. It would be possible to argue tHat the alveolar flaps are allophones

of either the voiced or the voi«1.«»sf alveolar stops. We are arbitrarily

assigi.ing it to the voiceless scop rather thjm posit an archiphoneme

.
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[|]: voiceless alveolar flap; occurs in utteTance7. -,, .

final position as a free variant of the voiced flap.

[mber ] ~.l}nber*], 'house' (3),—y

[tirM ~ [tir^], 'animal'd),

[e^blr^""*] ~ [e'^blr^'-^], 'to release' (5).

t : voiceless alveolar unaspirated s,top; occurs radical-

initially before vowels other than the high ones.

t/d

1-3
[ ta; ], 'drying rack' (7),

[e^-to^'?o^ "^]. 'to search' (5),

[to:^], 'pipe'(3),

[e da; "
1, 'to :f;et (water)' (5)

.

[do^?o^], 'k. of plant' (5),

[do:^"-^], 'umbillicus'O).

t/1 (Radical-initial position)

[e^n^"''], 'to become red' (5),

[e^'tl^"^], 'to prohibit '(5),
+

[tneSiV], 'blood '(6),

[e^'ri^"-^], 'to counsel' (5)

[e^n}~^], 'to clear the
jungle' (5).

[e^llV"^], 'to spin' (5).

t/1 (Radical-medial position)

[e^taVa^"^], 'to itch' (5),

[koro* 1, 'k. of yam'(7),

[e^ta^a^'^], 'to be cool' (5).

[kolo ], 'cool season' (7).

t/1 (Radical-final position)

[tlr^], 'animal' (1),

[e^kur^"^], 'takneel'(5).

[tli^~^], 'piece of wood' (7).

[e kul ], 'porcupine's hole' (5).

t/c

[tab^], 'tardiness' (7),

[ nte me ], ' jealousy '(9)

,

[eSl^"^], 'to become red' (5),

[ cab ], 'breech-loaded gun' (7)

[ nee me ], 'eyebrow' (9)

.

[e^cl^], 'egg'(5).
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1.4.3. /c/

radical-initlallT^'

[c]: voiceless palatal stop; appears

c/t cf. /t/ (t/c)

c/j

Ce^il^"^], 'to cry'(5).

[dhM. 'triangla<iBusical instrument) ' (3), [^£^'3], 'commandment' (7)

[me Je^me''*"^]. 'songs'(6).

[e^clh, 'egg' (5),

.... 1

r A 1 4-5 n .

le ce me ], 'to shout while sfebking
a lost person' (5),

c/k

[ cab ], 'breech-loaded gun' (7),

r 4 .. 4-5 T
Le cuh J, 'to prune '(5),

[e^Pica^?a^"^], 'k. of clothing' (5) ,

r 4 4-5

T

Le kab J, 'to divide into
"^ portions ' (5)

.

tkah^"^], 'parakeet' (1).

[a r)ka? ], 'termite nest'(l)

1.4.4. /k/ —^ [?]: voiceless glottal stop; appears

radical-medially and radical-finally.

[ko?^], 'fence' (3),

[e^ko?^], 'rock' (5),

r 4 4 4-5

T

^^ ko ?o ], 'to succeed'(5).

—
> [k]: voiceless velar stop; appears

radical-initially.

k/c cf. /c/ (c/k)

k/g

[kwar^], 'village' (9),

[e kul ], 'porcupine's hole' (5),

[ktf^], 'foot' (3),

[gvrar ], 'one' (7),

[eVl^"^], 'to boil '(5),

k/kj

[e'^ka;^"-^], 'to hallucinate' (5),

[e ka? "
], 'hand (of bananas)

' (5)

,

[e kar ~
], 'to cease' (5),

[£W ], 'crazy person' (7).

[e kpa; " 1, 'sickness' (5).

[e kpa? "^]. 'to carve'(5).

[e kpar '"
], 'to chop'(5).

« The phone [?] is in complementary distribution with [k] and [g].We are arbitrarily assigning [?] to /k/ rather than posit a velar >

archiphoneme.
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1.4.5. /kj>/ —^ [kj)]:

voiceless •labiovelar stop, appears radical-initially.

kp/k cf. /k/ (k/kp)

kp/gb

=.'^kr.a^~^l 'ool^'Z-ctA r_4_u_4-5-[ek£a"^], 'salt'CS), [e'^£ba'^'^], 'tohunt'(5).
4*^^ 4-5

"^"^^

[e kpa; " ]. 'sickness '(5), [e^gba; ^"^], 'to grow up' (5)

[kpa? ], 'partridge' (7), ..
[ gba?^"^]. 'chimpanzee' (1)V-^ ^-«

1.4.6. • /b/ —^ [^]: voiced bilabial stop with cavity

friction; occurs before high vowels and semivowels.

[e^bj_^"^], 'to strike '(5),

[e bum J, 'pregnancy' (5),
+

[eSwa?^'"^]. 'to be wide '(5),

[eSya^"-'], 'to give birth' (5)

.

•-'

[b]: voiced bilabial stop; occurs

radical-initially, radical-medially, and radical-finally except

before semivowels and high vowels.

b/p cf . /p/ (p/b)

b/w

[bah ], 'arrow' (7), [wah'^'^l, 'k. of game' (7).

[e^aVa ^]. 'k. of frog' (5), [e^waVa^"^], 'to dress well' (5).

[eW^"^], 'to be wet'(5), [e^woVa^'^], 'a curse'(5).

1.4.7. /d/ — [^]: voiced alveolar stop with cavity

friction; appears radical-initially before semivowels and high vowels.

[e^dl^"^], 'to ask'(5),

[du?^], 'jungle' (7),

[e^du^"^], 'to follow'(5),

[e^dwe^"5], 'to give' (5), '
-

[e^dye'^"^], 'tooth' (5).
*
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[d]: voiced alveolar stop;

occurs radical-initially before- notHligh VOWfels.

d/t cf. Itl (t/d)

d/1

^

[e^da!^"^]^ -'to get (water)'(5),

[e'*de^"^], /to eat- (5),

[dy'"^] 'thigh* (7)

d/i

[da^"^, 'grandfather' (7),

[d^da:^"^l, 'to get (water) '(5).

[^^^]. 'thigh'(7),

[e^la;^"^], 'to count' (5).

Ce^je^"^], 'to play (with

a ball)'(5).

[jg^''^], 'headJ(.3).

[e^ja^^"^], 'to sleep' (5).

Ce%;^"^], 'to be long' (5).

[e^.Jj^^"^], 'to kill '(5).

1.4.8. /j/ —> [jl:

yoLced palatal stop: appears radical-initially.

j/c cf. /c/ (c/j)

i/d cf. /d/ (d/j)

i/g

[e^Jo^"^], 'to laugh' (5),

[e }om ^lo ], 'to make a noise,
to stir' (5),

[e^'u^'^l, 'the inclination' (5),

[e^^o^"^], 'to quarrel '(5),

[e gom lo ], 'to balance'

(5).

.^_..l-3
fe £!£ L 'to leak' (5),

1./I.9. /g/ —> [g]:

voiced velarL stop; appears radical-initially.

g/k cf. f\l (k/g)

g/j cf. /j/ (j/g)
^

g/gb

[e^aa^"^], 'to win' (5),

[riga ha ], 'k. of stick' (3),

[me nga ma ], 'slave' (5),

[eVa^"-^], 'to place' (5).

[nrnqbah ], 'k. of sauce'(3)

1 9 1
[ tynqbam I a ] , ' arm in a
'^'^ sling' (3).
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1.4.10 /gb/ -^ [g5>]:

voiced labiovelar stop; appears radical-initially.

gb/kp cf. /kp/ (kp/gb)

gb/g cf. /g/ (g/gb)

1.4.11. /m/ —) [m]: voiced bilabial nasal stop;

appears in all positions in the radical,

m/n

[mai], 'crabs'(5), [e^a;^"^], 'to visit'(5).

[eW^"^], 'to seize' (5), [eW^"^], 'to glue' (5).

[kam^], 'a race'(3), [kan^], 'cloth'O).

1.4.12. /n/ —^ [n]: voiced alveolar nasal stop;

appears in all positions in the radical.

n/m cf. /m/ (m/n)

n/ii (Radical-initially)

[e^oS^"^]. 'to take'(5), [rlsV"^], 'snake'd).

[e^na;^^~^], 'to visit'(5), [e^nS^"^], 'to tear'(5).

[e^*nu;^"^]. 'torain'(5), [Piu:^"*^], 'k. of termite'(l).

n/n (Radical-medially)

[ ko^no^ ], 'skin'(7), [ ko^rp^ ], 'k. of hat'(7).

[e^ba^na^"^]. 'to be possible' (5) [e^bajja^'^], 'to imitate' (5).

n/n (Radical-finally)

Co^len^"^], 'k. of tree' (14), felLO^"^]. 'to let pass '(5).

[e nten ], 'to open the eyes widely'(5), [e nten 3, 'to transport
over or across '(5).

1.4.13. /n/ —^ [q]: voiced velar nasal stop; occurs

radical-medially and radical-finally. It also occurs as a verb suffix.

[kojjp^l, 'k. of hat'(7),

[e^baSa'^'^l, 'to imitate' (5),

[boQ^l, 'jawbone' (9),

CsDQ^], 'father' (1),

[e J_er)
"

], 'to let ^ass' (Derived from [e^la;^"^]. 'to pass '(5).),

[e nten ], 'to transport over or across'(5). (Derived from [e^nta;^"^].
to cross' (5) .)
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-> [fi]:

voiced palatal nasal stop; occurs radical-initially.

,

fi/n cf. /n/ (n/n)

n/y

[e^»g?^"^], 'to evacuate the bowels' (5), [e\a?^^^le^''^], 'to lay in

wait for, to ambush^CS^.

[e^'pigm^"^]. 'to chew' (5), [ yaV^"^], 'slave' (7).

[ngh^"^], 'k. of fish' (3), [e^omgh ^"-^]. 'to strike' (5),

It might be argued that [n] should be interpreted as representing

the phonemes /n/ plus /y/ wherever it occurs. This would be parallel

to the interpretation taken for all the other palatalized consonants

(1.2.2.). It would, in addition, reduce the phoneme inventory by one.

It is plausible since /y/ may, according to our analysis, follow the

other alveolar consonants (t, d, 1, ana s). There is, in addition,

evidence that the class one or class nine concording prefix, [nJ,

should in fact be interpreted as /n/ plus /y/. That evidence is the

existence in Proto-Bantu of a prefix ni- for these two classes.

The interpretation being taken with regard to [n] is that it re-

presents two underlying phonemic entities: the cluster /n/ plus /;/

when it is functioning as a grammatical prefix, and the segment /ri
'

elsewhere. This position is taken due to the occurence of [n] in

words of such a structure that a consonant cluster involving /y/

would not be found. Such is the case with the Radical Type I contain-

ing a front rounded vowel in the peak. In no unambiguous case does a

semivowel ever precede a front rounded vowel, yet [fi] is attested

there: 'k. of termite' (1)^ [riu:^~^].-

In addition.^; complex consonant clusters are not attested in the

onset of the first syllable of Radical Type IV, but [Pi] is found there:

[ PisV"^]. 'snake' (1).

1.4.14. /om/ -^ [om]:

voiced labiovelar nasal stop; occurs radical-initially.

r)m/m

[e^Omgh^"^], 'to strike'(5), [mgh^"^], 'chins'Ce).

Om/R cf. /n/ (n/om)
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Apart from the worq [e omSh ], the only other words with the
•S3

sound [qm] which have been found are readily identified as ideo-

phones. It is unlikely that the word in question has been borrowed,

since the sound [nm] is not present in Bulu, from which the borrowed

words generally come. The presence of the voiced and voiceless oral

labiovelar stops strengthens our assertion that /nm/ also is a pho*-

neme in Kinsime.

1.4.15 /I/ —i [l]: voiced alveolar lateral continu-

ant; occurs throughout the radical.

1/d cf. /d/ (d/1)

1/t cf. /t/ (t/1)

1.4,16. /s/ —I [s]: voiceless alveolar grooved fri*

cative with cavity friction; occurs at the beginning of a radical

before high vowels and semivowels.

[sj_^], 'ground' (7),
+ '

[Si.^"^], 'fish'(l),

[e spj ], 'cinder'tS),

Ce sy€m 1, 'to curse'(5),

[e*sweh ], 'to be sweet '(5).

[z]: voiced alveolar grooved fricative

with cavity friction; occurs following the nasal archiphoneme before

high vowels and semivowels.

[n±l?^"^], 'saw',

[nzu:^], •hatred'(9),

[e nzu? "
], 'base of the plantain stalk' (5),

[nzyel^"^3, 'beard' (9),

[nzwo; ^], 'fem'(7).
"T

—) [z]: voiced alveolar grooved fricative;

occurs following the nasal archiphoneme before non-high vowels.

[ nzo?^"^]. 'elephant' (1),
4 4-5 T

[e nze J, 'to come' (5),

[nza^"^], 'hunger' (9). ^
" .'
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[h]: voiceless glottal fricative; occurs, ici the

middle and at the end of the radical (except when precededw?y /k/.),

[dUi^'^], »eye',(5),
:

[ mo^ho^l, 'day' (3),
' '

•

•^'
^'

r ^ .i^B, 4-5 T[e pah___le J, 'to consider' (5).

) [s]: voiceless alveolar grooved fricative' :,^

occurs at the beginning of a radical and medially if preceded by

/k/ , before all non-high vowels.

[so^], 'friend'(l),
'

[e^sal"3], 'to make or do' (5),

[eV?^ ^sa ^-5]. 'to reply* (5).

1.4.17 /w/ —
) [wj: voiced labioVeJar ofal rounded semivowel;

occprs after alveolar consonants and before /i/**.

[wl^"^l, 'this' (3),

[eVWe^"^], 'to give' (5),

[e^twe^"^], 'to fall'(5),

[lwal^"^L Muck' (7),

[e sweh ], 'to be 9rfeet'(5),

[ nwa? ^"-^]. 'wild mango' (7).

[w]:

voiced labiovelar oral spread semivowel; occurs elsewhere.

r 4 1 4-5 -I

Le wa ra J, 'to Iress well'(5),

r 4-5 n
Lwah ], 'k. of game' (7^),

r 4 4-5 T .

Le war J, 'to scrape' (5^,

r 4 4 4-5

,

[e wo ra J, 'curse' (5),

r 4 1 4-5n ,Lg wo no J, 'to wander 23 0und'(5),

[e bwal ], 'to dance' (5 I

T-
r 4-5 T
[kwan ], 'honey' (3),

See section 5.3.8.

Only one example of th^ sequence /wi/ has been found so ^ ^r,
that given above. Its morphophonemic structure is probabl-
lul 111 which becomes [wr""^]. This is questionable, howev. r,
due to the fact that the Morpheme lul does not surface.
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r 4 1-3t
le pwan J, 'to remove feathers' (5),

[eVal ^]. 'ear' (5).
—

)

w/b cf. /b/ (b/w)

Cw/C cf. Section 1.2.2.

Cw/Cu cf. Section 1.2.5,

w/y

[eWra^~^]. to dress well* (5). [ ya^ma ^"^], 'slaved?).-

[e^dwe?^"2], 'to look at»(5), [e^d:^?^"^], 'to store'(5)

.

[^•"wl!!^^. 'crayfish' (3), [my§h^'^]. 'bag' (3).

[e'*dwe^"5]^ 'to give'(5), ,, Ce^dye"^'^]. _'topth' (5)
...

The phoneme /w/ has a limited distribution in respect to the

radical-initial consonants it may follow and the vowels it may pre-
cede. The following chart shows the occurence of /w/ in radicals

composed of one syllable, either open (the first half of the chart)

or closed (the second half/.

Vowel phone following -Cw:

OPEN SYLLABLE ^^'^ 1^®^ t®'l ^^3 [u] [o] [o: ] [o:]

C Is: bilabial

alveolar x x x
velar x X

CLOSED SYLLABLE

C is: bilabial x

alveolar x x x x x ,

velar x

The following chart shows the occurence of /w/ in radicals

composed of two syllables, the first syllable of which contains /w/.

The first half of the chart reflects the distribution of /w/ in an

open syllable, the second half shows the distribution in a closed
syllable. In all cases, Cw is found only in the first syllable of
a two-syllable radical.
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Vowel Phone following -Cw:

[a] [a:] [eO [e:] [e] [o] Eo:] [o:]

OPEN SYLLABLE

C IS: bilabial



The following chart shows the occurence of /y/ in radicals com-

posed of two syllables, the first syllable of which contains a con-

sonant and /y/. The first half of the chart shows tiie distribution

where the syllable is open, and the second half shows distribution

where the syllable is closed. Cy occurs only in the first syllable

of a radical

.

,
-<

VOWEL PHONE FOLLOWING -Cy:

[e:] [e] [e:] [o]
OPEN SYLLABLE

C IS:



B. Long Phonemes

High

Lower-thnn-
high

Mid

Low

F R N T
spread

I:

e:

CENTRAL
spread

BACK
rounded

u:

v:

o:

a:

1.7. Statements of Contrast and Complementation

1.7.1. /i/ —) [i]: High front spread vocOid

i/e

Ce^bi^"^], 'to receive'(5).
r-

[oW"-], 'to ask' (5),
+

/ 1 — '5

[e J_i_
"
], 'to clear the jungle'(5),

i/u

[e''di?^"-^], 'to burn' (5),
+

[ t im ], 'cry of pain' (7),
+

[sim " ], 'groan' (3)

[e^be^'^l, 'locative verb' (5)

[e^*de^"^], 'to eat' (5).

[e _[e ""], 'to play with
a ball'(5).

[dU?^], 'jungle' (7).
+

[e^tlJm^"^], 'to be lit' (5).
•T

—

[e^surn ], 'to run' (5).

i/u

[e^dt?^'^], 'to burn' (5),

[ t im ], 'cry of pain' (7),

[sim^'^^], 'groan' (7),

[e^du?^~^], 'to suffer'(5).

[ turn ], 'character, tradi-^ tion'(9).
[sum^ "*], 'location' (7).

1.7.2. /ii/ —> [ii]: High front tense rounded

u/i cf. /i/ (i/3)

[e glih ~ ], 'to divulge a secret' (5),

1~3
[ntijn ], 'an ignorant person' (7),-?

—

[e^du^va^"^], to wash oneself (5),

See Section 1.7.21.

[e guh ], 'to wipe out with
the", finger and lick' (5).

[e^ntg^nO; ^]. 'k. of taro'(5).

[dUV"^]. 'k. of taro'(5).
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u/o

[tu?^], 'crumb'CT),

I^Q dlih 1^,1 to take out'(5),

[du?^], 'jungle* (7),

f^^lol^"^!. ''to'boil*(5).

[doh ],'k. of plantain' (5).

[do?^3. 'staple food' (7).

il/u

C diJ? I, 'jungle'(7),

[e tiim "^1, 'to be lit'(5),

Le su? J, 'to go home' (5),

.4-5
[o du? ~

], 'to suffer' (5).

Ct urn
4-5

.1-3

], 'character, tradi-
tion' (f)

[su? "
], 'army ant'(l).

1.7.3. /u/

u/i cf. 1x1 (i/u)

u/ii cf. /U/ (U/u)

u/o

A 4 4-5
[esu_ljo ], 'to descend' (5),

fJlHi^"'^], ' turtle '(1),

[e^bu?^3, 'anger' (5),

u/u

f® ^^^. 'anger' (5),

1^ ® ilHl L 'porcupine's hole' (5),

f^^yl L 'young mushroom' (7),

Luj: High back rounded vocoid.

r 4 A 4-5
'® so 'o ], 'to flow'(5).

[kol^'^]. 'cord' (3).

[e bo?^], 'k. of fruit'(5).

[eW^l. 'festival' (5K -

[e kwl-^"^]. 'to borrow' C5).

[tu] ], 'older brother or
sister'(l).

1.7.4. /I/ -^ [I]. Lower-than-high front vocoid.

I/I' cfl /i/ " (t/D-

I/e

[bl ], 'hole' (7),

[e il ;], 'to counsel' (5),

[e bih ], 'disobedience' (5),

4, 4-5
[e be "

], 'to plant'(5)..

[eV']. 'to play (with
ball)' (5).

[beh ], 'puddle' (7).
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I/O'

[e^JI?^^^], » to learn' (5),

Le J Im J, 'to awaken (someone) '(5)

,

[e^-I?^ ^Ia ^'^3. 'to pray' (5) ,

4 ...^4-5
[e Ju? ], 'to measure' (5).

[e Jjm
~

], 'to become old' (5).

L^ J"" 'a J, to atteropt'(5),

I/u

[bl^], 'hole'(7),

[bl?^], 'ditch'd),

Cblm^*~^3, 'spoon' (7),

[e^bv^"^3, 'to split' (5).

[e^bu?^], 'festival '(5)..

[bwm'^], 'kind of snake '(7)

1.7.5. 11'/ [y]: lower-than-high front rounded vocoid,

u/I cf. HI (I/O)

J/u cf. IZ/ (ii/u)

\) 10

[e ^ifjn
~

], 'to desire' (5),

[kUh^'^}. 'parakeet' (1),

[Tk£b^], 'funnel' (7),

oh

[jv?^"^3, 'measure' (7), ,,

[e^Jvl^"-'^], V. of snake' (5),

[e gwm . ], 'to desire' (5),

.4 .. 1-3t ,Le gom J, 'to prepare a vine
for use in lashing' (5).

[koh^], 'cough' (7).

[e\ob^"^], 'to find;
to help' (5).

[JV?^"^1. 'penis' (7).

[e Jul''*"^]. 'to light a,fire'(5)

[e gtfm J, 'ball used for grind-
ing peanuts on a board! (5).

1.7.6. /u/ —
«/I cf. Ill (I/y)

u/v cf. /(;/ (tf/U)

y/u cf. /u/ (u/u)

u/o

[e^b«?^], 'festival '(5),

[ku^], 'foot' (3),

[e^jW_^"''], 'to kill' (5),

[u]: lower-than-high back rounded vocoid.

[e^bo?'^], 'k. of fruit' (5).

[ ko J, 'unmarried person' (1).

[e^Jo*"^], 'to laugh '(5).
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1.7.7. /e/ —) [e]: Mid front spread vocoid.

e/i

e/I

e/e

cf. /i/ (i/e)

cf. /I/ (I/e)

[e^beb^'"^]. 'to roast '(5),

[beh^], 'puddle' (7),

[e^bc?"^"^], 'to enlarge' (5),

[e^beb^'^], 'to carry' (5).

[beh^~^], 'k. of plantain' (7).

[e^be?^"^ ] ,
' shoulders ' (5) .

e/o

[e'^mS?^"^], 'to bump'(5), .

[e de? ], 'to act hesitantly' (5)

,

[ nte^?a^]. 'annoyance '(7),

e/b

[mbel^"-^]. 'sick person' (3),

[e^be^"^], 'to plant' (5),

[e be a "
], 'tp spend time'(5),

.:-«i-3
[mo? "

], 'backs (of chairs)'(5).

,4-5
[do? "

], 'staple of diet' (7).

[e^to?^~^], 'to pick up' (5).

1—3
[mbol 1, 'elephant's trunk' (3).

[ebo^"^], 'to be rotten' (5).

[bQ^a^], 'fear' (9).

1.7.8. lol [o]: Mid front rounded vocoid.

o/e
<• .•>

o/u

o/u

o/o

cf. /e/ (e/5)

cf. /ii/ (ii/o)

cf. /vi7 (v7o)

[e^t3?^"^]. 'to pick up' (5),

[o kob "^], 'to help, find'(5),

1—3
[doh ], 'k. of plantain' (5),

[e to? ], 'deep hole at the
bottom of a stream' (5).

[ ko bo^]. 'caterpillar' (3).

[do ho^"^]. 'insomnia' (5).

1.7.9. lol —> [o]: Mid back rounded vocoid.

o/e cf. /e/ (e/o)

o/5 cf. lol (olo)

o/u cf

.

/u/ (u/o)

o/u cf. /v/ (tf/o)
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o/o

[e^bo?^], 'k. of fruit' (5),

[dob ], 'bride-price ' (5)

,

Coko? "
], 'grinding stone' (1), [ nko?^]. 'boar'(7).

[bo?^"^]. 'hoe' (7).

[d£b^], 'k. of tree' (5),

1.7.10. /e/ —) [e]: Low front spread vocoid.

e/e cf. /e/ (e/e)

1.7.11. hi —> [o]: Low back founded vocoid.

olo cf. /o/ (o/o)

o/a

[bo?^'^], 'hoe' (7),

L ko I a J , 'person with the same naoe
as another' (7),

[so?^"-^], 'thing'(7).

CAa?^3. 'knife '(5).

[ka^a^-5]. 'woven mat used
to sleep on' (7),

,4-5
fs£? 1, 'hunter's refuge '(7),

1.7.12. /a/ —> [a]: low backed-central spreak vocoid;
occurs after velar and labiovelar consonants.

[ka^], 'leaf '(7), . .^ ..^ . .

[o^£a^"^], 'to win' (5),

[o gba^"-^], 'to put'(5),

[o kpa; ], 'sickness '(5),

—^ [a]: low central spread vocoid;

occurs elsewhere.

a/o cf . hi (o/a)

1.7.13. /i:/ —
i:/i

[eSl:^"^], 'to untie' (5),

[e'fcXi ^» '^° take care of a baby
'^

or stop a fight '(5),

4-5

[i:]: high front spread long vocoid.

Ltl J, 'one of the husband's'^
in-laws' (1).

r 4 4-5 T
Le bl J, 'to receive' (5).

[np[£ ], 'post to be used in house- [mp?-^"^], 'white hair' (9)
+ buildine'HK *-
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1.7.14. /u:/ —> [nj]? high back rounded long vocoid

u:/u

[ ku; J, 'mosquito* (7),

[tu:^], 'difficulty' (9),
+

[du:^"^], 'respect'(7).

[ku^*^3, 'hole' (3).

[cSu^], 'taro'CS).

[e^du^"^], 'to follow' (5).

1.7.15. /I:/ —> [1;]: Lower-than-high front spread

long vocoid.

I:/I ,;

[mpl;^"^], 'flood' (9),

[pl;^], 'wound' (9),

[e cl£ ], 'to enter by way of (5),

[m£l*], 'pot' (9),

[£l^~^], 'refusal to obey '(9^,

[eW], 'egg' (5).

1.7.16 /«:/ —> lJ:h Lower-than-high back rounded long wcoid.

U:/i/

[bur], 'k. of animal' (7),

[e^kv;^"^]. 'k. of plant' (i

[bi^JU!^], 'games' (8),

f©V'^^. 'to split' (5).

[ky^l, 'foot' (4).

[e^Jji^"^], 'to kill' (5).

1.7.17. /e:/ •

e:/e

[e^be;^"^]. 'to see '(5),

[e dwc; "
], 'to load a 8urf(5).

[ tye; ^]> 'infant' (7),

[e;]: Mid front spread long vocoid.

[e^be^~^]. 'to plant' (5^.

[e^dw©*~^3, 'to plant' (5).
+

[tye^l. 'dimension' (7).

1.7.18. /o:/

o:/o

[so;^], 'tuber' (7),

[to^''], 'pipe'O),

[Jo:^]. 'bed'(7).

Co:]: Mid back rounded long vocoid.

[so^], 'friend'd).

[e^to^"^], 'to go' (5),

Cj£^~^]. 'laugh'(7).
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1.7.19. /a:/ —> [a;]: Low backed-central spread long vocoid;

occurs after velar and labiovelar consonants.

[ka:^'^], 'k. of bird'(3),

[e qba; "
], 'to grow up' (5),

[c'' kpa ; ], ' sickness' (5) .

—^ [a:]: Low central spread long vocoid;

occurs elsewhere.

'a:/a

[e la! ], 'to cross over' (5), [me \a_ ], 'diarrhea' (6).

[e^sa;^"^], 'to look for' (5), [e^sa^"^], 'to make or do' (5).

[da:^], 'crab' (5), tda^'^], 'grandparent' (7).

1.7.20. The Front Rounded Vowels

The distribution of the front rounded vowel phonemes is limited

and this calls into question their status as phonemes. The front

rounded vowels /li, o, and o/ never occur after Cy or Cw. They are

not attested following all of the consonants either, as is observed

in the following chart:

Attested following radical-initial consonants at a given

point of articulation:

/w/ /y/ /u/ iKtl lol lU Inl 111 Ivl /e, o, a, e, o/
X X X X X

X X X X X X

XXX-
X X X X X

X X

X X

X

On the basis of the above chart, the following h3n>otheses can

be evaluated:

1. That the front rounded vowel phones represent the contact

between /w/ and a front spread vowel.

Presurabaly the rounding of the /w/ could be transferred to a

front spread vowel to cause it to become front rounded. Support

for this hypothesis is found in the absence of any sequence Cwi

Bilabial



or Ci^I, but the presence of Cii and C'v. Further support is found

in the fact that there Is no sequence CwUuX.

^°^
. :.

•' ^.

Despite these conditions, it seems best to interpret the front

rounded vowels in some other way, f^r the following reasons:

A. Words are attested in which [we] and [we:] follow alveolar

stops. These words contrast with [p] or Co:] in those positions and

show that the coalescence of, /w/ and /e/ does not produce [o],

[g^W*"^], 'to fall'(5)v [n1^"^], 'cow'(7).
+

B. The phone [ul is attested after palatal stops, yet the semi-

vowel /w/ is never found ther^. It is unlikely that /w/ may follow

a palatal stop only if /I/ is the third phoneme.

We pass, therefore, to a second hypothesis

:

2. That the front rounded vowel phones represent the contact

between /y/ and a back rounded vowel.

Presumably the front position of /y/ could cause a back rounded

vowel to be fronted. Support for this is found in the absence of

any sequence Cyu or CyV. In addition, the sequences Cyu, Cyi/,

and Cyo are not attested.

Despite these conditions, it is unlikely that this is the best

interpretation, in view of the following:

A. Words are attested in which [yo] and [yo:] follow a radical-

initial consonant. These words contrast with [o] and [o:] in those

positions and show that the alleged coalescence does not take place.

[d^^"^], 'k. of bird' (7), [do?^"^], 'staple of diet' (7),
+

B. /y/ is not attested after palatal or velar stops, but front

rounded vowels are found thete.

We move to a third hjrpothesist

3. That the front rounded vowel phones represent the contact

between a back rounded vowel and a front spread vowel.

Presumably the front position of a front vowel and the round-

ing of a back vowel could produce a front rounded vowel. Support

for this hypothesis is found in the fact that where /o/ and /e/ come

in contact across wotd boundaries the resulting phone may be [o: ].
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The phrase 'to go with him' has the phonemic structure /eto e nye/,

but may be pronounded [e to: Pie ]. Further support for this

hypothesis may be found in the unambiguous W patterns found in

KonslmS, and that the sequences [ul], [ul], or [oe] are not

attested. DesT)ite this support, this hypothesis does not seem to

be satisfactory for the following reasons:

A. Sequences of two vowels are not attested in closed syllables,

whereas front rounded vowels are found there. To interpret the front

rounded vowels are found there. To interpret the front rounded vow-

els as W would require establishing a Radical Type for which there

are no unambiguous examples: -CWC.

B. Among the sequences of two vowels found within a radical

are sequences including a front rounded vowel.

It is true that the interpretation taken in this phonology

—

that the front rounded phones are phonemes—introduces three pho-

nemes into the phoneme inventory. It is also true that these are

unusual phonemes to find in a Bantu language.*** Yet it has been

argued above that any other interpretation would introduce greater

complexity at the higher levels of the phonology. Since the goal

of this phonology is not just a simple phoneme inventory but also

a natural and economic description of the language at all of its

levels, it is justified to posit the three phonemes /il, w, and of.

1.7.21. The Lengthened Vowel Phones

In sections 1.6.13. through 1.6.19. it has been demonstrated

that phonetically long and short vowel phones do contrast in one-

syllable, open radicals. It must be pointed out, however, that not

all phonetically long vowel phones contrast with the short phones

of the same frequency. Lengthening is conditioned by certain en-

vironments. This is most striking with respect to the length of

/e/, /o/, /ii/, /u/, and /o/ in one-syllable, open radicals. There

is no contrastive length in that context for these five vowel pho-

See sections 5. 3.4. and 5.3.5.

For the attested sequences, see section 5.3.5.

Dr. Welmers has written in a personal letter that initial
analysis of the language kiYanzi indicated fcJie possibility
of the existence of /Ci/, /o/, and /5/ for that language,
however

.
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nemes.

For the other vcn^gi phones there is contrast between shortness

and length. What remains is the problem of how to interpret this

length

.

One interpretation is that a contrastively long vowel phone is

the product of two short vowel phones coming in contact (syvbolized

V V ). Having unambiguous tequences of dissimilar vowels (V V ),

Konstmg might be expected to have sequences of the same vowel (VW )

.

Upon examination, however, it is found that the distribution of con-

trastively long phones is unlike the distribution of sequences of

of dissimilar vowels (V^V^) . Sequences vH^ aae not attested fol-

lowing Cw or Cy, but contrastively long vow«l8 are found there, as

in the following:

[ mpya;^" ^], 'k. of brf8ket»(l), [mbya^l, 'k. of fruit* (3).

[e^diJe:^"^!, 'to load a gun'(5), ^e*dtf6^"^T, 'to give' (5).
r J— r~
[tye;^], 'infant'(7), teSye^"^]. «towalk'(5).

Moreover sequences V V are not «ttei6ei aftwrlabiovelars, but

contrastively long vowels ar<e foun^ there#

[eSba^"^], 'to place' (5), ie'^gbaz^'^l, *to mature' (5).

[eV^"5], 'salt'CS), CeVa;^"^], •sickness'CS).

Sequences vSf^ aye «ot attested in the first syllable of a two-

syllable radical, but contra»tlvely long vwrols are found there:

[ ko:^"^no^"^]. 'k. of plantVl). [koV^l, 'k- ot hat'(7).

[ ka:^la^"^l. 'k. of cord»<3), [ ka^la^"^], 'sleeping mat' (7),

Due to the lack of similarity between the di«ti|tt>utlon of V*V

sequences and that of contrastivfly Jo»g vowftl phones , the latte» may

not be interpreted as *V^? , The altejptiate •olution, the «ne being

adopted, is that there is a «e»ie8 o§ long vowel phonemes in KonstmS,

the following:
i: u:

I: ,. ••:

e: o:

a?

* See rules A and D below.
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There are certain environments in which tfta contrast V/V: is

neutralized. The conditioned lengthening of short vowel phonemes

is predictable on the basis of the following five rules:

A. /vV —> [v.] /c/"] X/l/VW'

V^ - /e,o, o/

'7e,o/ and /o/ become phonetically long following a complex

onset in (i.) a one-syllable open radical, or (ii.) a two-syllable

radical where the first syllable is open and the--SBEOiRdv8ylla"ble be-

gins with /I/ or /n/."

[ mygt^la^"^]. 'hammock' (3)

,

[ pybi ], 'avocado' (7),

fe^swoj^liio'''"^ ] ,
' to rub (with something) ' (5) .

+

Exa les of the phonemes remaining short due to non-

compliance with the conditions of the rule are the

following:

(a) [eVwe^na''"^], 'to give away' (5): derived from
T

[e'^'dwe'^"^], 'to give'(5). Since the peak of the underlying
+

radical is /e/ and not /e/ the lengthening does not occur.

This morphophonemic change /e/ —> /e/ occurs frequently

before the addition;v6f certain suffixes.

(b) [ myg'^'na
'"^

] , 'visit for the purpose of saying farewell' (9) ,

derived from [e Je na ], 'to say farewell, to repay' (5).

Since the underlying onset phoneme of the radical is /j/

and not a Cy sequence, the lengthening of /e/ does not take

place. The morphophonemic change /j/ or /gb/ —^ /y/ is

attested after the class nine prefixm.

B. /e/ ___^ [e:]/e/_^Le:J r\

"/e/ and /a/ become phonetically long following a complex on-

set in a two-syllable radical where the first syllable is open and

the second syllable begins v,ith /I/."

[e'''dwo:^"^le^'^], 'to protect, guard' (5),
+

[o kwa: le ], 'to snore' (5),

[

e''^

t ye ;•'•"'' I

e

^~^], 'to crush underfoot' (5) .

+
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c. /vV —>



[ntu;^~^], 'fly'd),
+

[nzMl'^l, 'ax' (9),

[bl^Ju:^"^II^], 'vomit'CS),

[e go; ], 'to burn the hair off an animal '(5).

E. V -^[V:] / -C /1/-/1/V#

"A vowel is phonetically lengthened if the radical ends in

/I/ and if a suffix is added which begins with /I/." (The /l/'s,

rather than being phonetically loag*^[l:], cause the preceding

vowel to be long.)

[su:^~^lu*], 'pinworm'C?), derived from [sul^"^], 'flatulence' (3)

+ li
•••

and /-lu /, 'nominal extension.'

1.7.22. Nasalization

Phonetic nasalization, sometimes very light, occurs on any

vowel which follows word-initial nasal consonants or nasals fol-

lowed by semivowels. The range of the nasalization is the entire

radical provided (i.) there is no onset consonant for the second

syllable, or (ii.) the onset for the second syllable is /s/.

This is most easily seen in the case of vowel-initial radi-r

cals of classes 5 and 6, since the prefix of class five is oral

/d/ and the prefix of class six is nasal /m/.

[ma^^], •crabs'<6), [daj_^], 'crab' (5).

[ mo ho ], 'cases of insomnia' (6) , [

d

o ho ], 'case of in-
somnia'(5)

[mu o "^], 'toucans' (6), [du_o ], 'toucan' (5).

1.7.23. The Schwa [a].

The schwa is phonetically present at the juncture of two con-

sonants in the middle of a radical.

[e kal wo ], 'to mount' (5),

[e'^^lweh^ \a*'^}, 'to be light in weight'(5).
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1.8. Inventory of Tonal Phones

[Levels] [ Levels ]

1

2

3

4

5

1.9, Inventory of Tone Phonectes

/Levels/

High

Low

1 .10* Introduction to the Study of Tone

There are two tonet^es, /High/ and /Low/. These tonetnes occur sing-

ly and in sequences. The sequences may consist of two or three tonetnes

per syllable peak. These sequences may consist of the same toneme or of

both tonemes.

Support for this interpretation is found in the tone patterns of

one- and two-syllable radicals. If monosyllabic words with level tone

are analysed as bearing two identical tones, then the same tone patterns

are found over monosyllabic and disyllabic words. Only 39 words out of

over 2,400 have a different pattern.

Levels [2] and [3] and the last three contour tones on the right

occur due to the interplay between tonemes and tonal morphemes and are

not discussed here.

1.11. Tone Patterns

(Hyphens indicate radical boundaries, "$" indicates syllable bound-

aries, and "TP" indicates "Tone Pattern".)

Monosyllabic radicals Disyllabic radicals

TP 1: - ' ' - TP 5: - ' * ' -

TP2:-'"- TP6:-'$*-
TP 3: - " ' - TP 7: - " ^ - -

TPA:-"*-- TP8:-"$"-
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The remaining tone patterns are represented by 39 words. These

are interpreted as being composed of three tonemes» two of which con-

stitute a tone cluster on the same syllable peak:

Tone cluster on Tone cluster' on

second syllable first syllable

TP 9: -'$'"- TP 12: ^ ' " $ " -

TP 10: - -
J!

' " - TP 13: - ' " ^ * -

TP 11: -'$*•'- TP 14: - ^ ' ^ ^ -

The following chart shows these tone patterns in relation to each

other:

Second and third tonenes:

' - $- $" $'^ £21 III l£l 111

First
'

1 2 5 6 9 11 12 13

toneme: - 3 4 7 8 10 14

The following words illustrate the above 14 tOm ifaSt^XBOiB Before €iu

definite article, where the inherent tonemes are heard.

Tone pattern

1. [ Hwam rial 1, 'the basket* (9).

I-" - "' -/

2. [Pi;}i3:'"^ wa:^]. 'the chief (1).

/- ''- " '-/

3. [Pior)^"^ wa:^], 'the mother' (1)

4. [mOr wa; 1, 'the person'd).

I mp I e wa:

/- T - -'-/

/-T - "'-/

[ r)ko ?o na;

/- "r -^'-/

[ mpl ha Ra; ]

5. [ mpt'e
'

wa:^], 'the rainfall '(1).

6. [dl'e^ la:^], 'the naroe'(5).

/I /

7. [pko ?o na: ], 'the (stalks of) sugar cane' (9).

8. [ mpl ha Ra; ], 'the (ears of) com' (9).
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9. C ka'll?
^"^

yai^L 'the wheeled cart' (7).

r-'$ - - - -/'

10. [moVun'"^ wai^], *the man'(l).

/- ^$ '"- " '-/

11. [ mc'o^"^ wai.^ ]

,

'the brother' ( 1 )

.

12. [dver'^lel lat^], 'the tear drop' (5).

'^- [ hw§h^"^ ^la^ wat^l. 'the witness' (l)."

lA. [nzufTLli_^* RiL^l. 'the species of plant' (9).

I-- ' t "- "- -/

The following matrix shows the tones and tone clusters which co-

occur in two-syllable radicals;

Second tone or tone cluster:

L H H-L L-H

First tone H . x x x x

°y '^^"^ L XXX
cluster: .

H-L XX
L-H X

One observes that all tones and tone clusters may follow /High/

or may precede /Low/. One also notes that no radicals have tone

clusters on both syllables.

1.12. Further Discussion

A tonal morpheme provides strong evidence that it is most econom-

ical to interpret contour tones as clusters of unlike tonemes and to

interpret level tones on monosyllabic radicals as sequences of like

tonemes. This morpheme has many functions, but only one will be refer-

red to here. It occurs following an adjective, before the noun modified.

Nouns of classes 3 and 7 are interpreted as having a noun class '

prefix which is [- High][ -Syllabic]. Support for this will be

offered in the forthcoming paper on tonal morphemes in K5nslme.
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Noun Phrase Adjective + Tonal morpheme + Noun

This morpheme causes a Low tone monosyllable to become [l-3], as in the

following:

[FtT'ha^ mOr'"^], 'the other person '(1). (Cf. /N-Vty)

[nO:^' mOr'"^], 'another person '(I). (Cf. /N^VtO.

In the same context a disyllabic word having Low tone in both syllables

becomes [l], [4]. -

[RT^hg ^ mpi'ha^ ]. 'the other ears of com'(9). (Cf. /NpisS/)

t^^l' mpl'ha^ l, 'other ears of com' (9). (/NpisS/)

It is convenient to posit ttro low tonemes for the word /N-'\>tj^,

since then the same rule (Low - High after tonal morpheme) applies to

both one- and two-syllable radicals.

Following the tonal morpheme, a rising-tone monosyllabic radical

becomes [ 1 ]:

[ffT^hg^ FiSn']. 'the other mother' (1). (Cf. /SVa/?

[H0|^' Ron'], 'another mother* (O. (Cf. /fiVn/J

Two-syllable radicals with /Low/ on the first syllable and /High/ on

the second become [ 1 ] [ 1 ]

:

[PiT^hg oko'?o '], 'the other stalks of sugar cane(9). (Cf. /Nkok6/)

[Pl^' Qko ?o 1, 'other stalks of sugar cane' (9).

If the phonetic rising contour in the word /fi'^frij is interpreted as a

Lo«~High sequence, then it is readily understood why the one-syllable

and two-syllable words given above undergo the same tonal changes.

The rule (Low -• High after the tonal morpheme) explains all the inform-

ation perfectly. If, however, one were to posit a unitary rising ton-

eme for /S'oTiy, and if one did not posit two /Low/ tonemes for /N-V^i
then these generalizations would be missed. In the place of a simple

generalization one would need to posit the following:

/Low/ /High/ in a two-syllable radical following the tonal morpheme.

/Low/ * /Falling/ in a one-syllable radical following the tonal morpheme.
am

/Rising/ •* /High/ in a one-ayllable radical following the tonal morpheme.
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1.13. Selected Phonetic Changes

When a word is uttered in citation, the following tone changes take

placet, N

Rule 1: /High/ -^.U]/ iLpw(^)_#

. -^[13/ High(^)__j#

Rule 2: /Low/ -»-[4-5]/ Low($)_#

-^[4]/' HigTi($)_#

Within syllable boundaries, these tone changes take place:

Rul6 34 /High/ [2 ]/ gLow $

Rule 4: /Low/ -^[31/ JJHigh $

All rules except Rule 2 are readily justified as constituting assim-

ilation to the preceding environment utterance-final ly. In Rule 2 one

has to ascribe to the utterance-final tone position an inherent lowering

effect, which causes /Low/-/Low/ to become [i4l-[4-5J. The lowering ef-

fect of the utterance-final position is counteracted if the penultimate

tone is /High/. The effect of these rules will be seen in the following

section, where a given word will be shown in citation and before the

definite article, where its inherent tonemes are heard.

1.14. Contrast (HIGH/LOW) in the First Tone Position

Tone pattern 1 / Tone pattern 3

[e^ba?'3, 'knife'CS), f^^^. 'monkey trap* (7).

[e^ba?' laj^^], 'the knife '(5), [ba?^"^ ya^^], 'the monkey trap' (7).

(Here and in every other case, the inherent tones of the definite article

are /*'/.)

Tone pattern 2 / Tone pattern 4

_'--/- — -

[mbol^"^], ^sick person' (3), [fribcl:^"^], 'farmer' (1).

[mbcl'"^ wa:^], 'the sick peraon'(3), [mbol - wa^^^ ], 'the farmer'(l).
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Tone pattern 5 / Tone pattern 7

[ku'o'l, yiace far from fire'(7), [kuV l, 'trunk of body' (3).

[ku'o' ya:''*], 'the place far IM^'"V5a^l, 'the trunk~ from the fire' (7>,
"«'•*— ^ 6* «h* VddyMS)

.

Tone pattern 6 / Tone pattern 8

- - $ - - 7 V - $ - -

[cGjie*],- ; 'r^placemettt'(7), CcoW"^ ]; 'shaftM3)V

[cGjTO^ ya£^], 'the replacement' (7). [ cfe^he *rai£ }, 'thie shaft'O).

Tone pattern 9 / Tone pattern 10

-'$'"-/-" i
' ^ -

[ ka^ H? ^"^], .'two-»heeled cart' (7), [ m8 rum ],; 'man'(l).

[ kg' 1 1?
'"^

ya;^ ], 'the two-wheeled [ md rUm "^ wat ], 'the man' (1).

^
. cart' (7),

1.15. Contrast (HIGH/LOW) in the Second Tone Position

Tone pattern 1 / Tone pattern 2

— '*'—/ — ''* —

[W^'], 'hole'(7), [mbl'"^], 'ugly person' (1).

Cm' yai^^» '*^^^ hole'(7), tmbl'"^ wa^^ ], 'the ugly person'(l).

Tone pattern 3 / Tone pattern 4

[ben^l,
*'

•submerged wood' (7), [ben^"^]^ 'family'.

[ben"^"2 ya-4]^ ,^^^ submerged fben^ Yfl^^, 'the family' (7),"
wood' (7),

Tone pattern 5 / Tone pattern 6

- - $ ' - f - ' $ ^ -

[ ku'o ^], 'place away from fire* (7), [ ku'o^ ], 'chicken'(l)

.

[ ku'o ^

y£l^^, 'the place away [ ku'o^ wa;^], 'the chicken' (1).

from the fire' (7),
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Tone pattern 7 / Tone pattern 8

[mpo no 1, *earfch*onBS*(9), C mpo no ], 'accusation' (9).

[ mpo no Ha; ], 'the earthworms' (9), [ mpo no P(§; ], 'the accusation* (9).

1.16. Contrast (HIGH/LOW) in the Third Tone Position

Tone pattern 12 / Tone pattern 13

^ '*"
^ '-/-'" *• ~

[mgSye;'"-^lo^]. 'saliva '(6a), [msSye; '"^la^"^], 'defamations '(6).

[mS tyot le ma: 1, 'the saliva' [m6 sye : I a ma: ], 'the defama-
*^ ~~ (6a),

"^ ~ tion8'(6)



2. CONSTRASTIVE INTONATION CONTOURS

2.1. Sentence-Medial Rising Intonation

Sentence-medial rising intonation, followed by a slight pause,

directs the attention of the listener to the rensainder of the sentence.

The example chosen is that of a preposition including a verb, [o kem ],

'to defend, and a prepositional phrase, [o ], *with', [ pkul ], 'force'

(9), [Ram J, 'ray'. Without the sentence-iaedial rise the entire predicate

is in focus:

[ mo; kem e"^ pkul Ram*], /neo kSm e Stul ny^am/

I will defend (another) with all iny force.' (Entire predicate is in focus.)

With a sentence-medial rise, the sentence focus is on the prepositional

phrase which follows the rise and a pause:

[mo;^"^ kem^"^ / o^ Qkul^ Ram^], /meo kgm, e Nkul ny'am/

2.2. Sentence-Final Rising Intonation

Sentence-final rising intonation indicates Che interrogative mode.

This constasts with level intonation indicating the declarative mode.

[gu be; ], 'You saw (it).'

Igu be; ~
], 'Did you see (it)?'

3. OTHER PHONOLOGICAL FEATURES

3.1. Deletion of /t/

The phoneme /t/ has the allophone [r] or [y] in radical-final posi-

tion. In certain contexts this phoneme may be deleted, however as is

most common in the most progressive subdialect. This occurs in utterance-

final position, before /w'/, /w"*/, and /ny*/, class concords used on pos-

sessive pronouns

.

Progressive Subdialect Intermediate Subdialect

[uoi*'^ mbe^] - [Ro;'*"^ mbeg^] [RS^,^'^ rnber*] ~ [Rs/"^ mber^]

'He's home '(3).

[mbe wam ] [mber warn ]

'My house '(3)

nam J

'ray village' (9)

[kwa Ram ] [kwar nam'*]

See section 7.3.
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3.2. Vowel Coalescence and Con9onant-Insertion

Owing to morpheme structure conditions, there are only three vowel

phonemes which may begin a word: /e, a, o/. All the vowel phonemes

may end a morpheme, however. The following chart indicates the product

of the contact between the vowels meeting across word boundaries in the

associative construction. If vowel coalescence takes place, the resul-

tant phone is given. If consonant insertion takes place, then the con-

sonant is supplied which is inserted. If neither occurs, a "0" is writ-

ten. Dashes indicate that the sequence of vowels was not found in the

data.

Vowel beginning the second noun:

/e/ /a/ lol

Vowel ending /i/

IV
First noun: /e/

/?/

ru
&i
16/

lul

Nl
lol

I-Jl

li'.l

/I:/

/e:/
/u:/

/u:/
/o:/
/a:/

The coalescence of /a/ and /e/ may also take place when the phoneme

/k/ (phonetically [?]) would intervene between them, but for the effect

of metathesis which reverses their positiqps. This occurs in natural

speech. The form lacking metathesis is recovered by means of deliber-

ate speech.



A. Peak filled by £ vowel '''-' - j

Syllable Cnsetfille d I y :

C NC .(H)C^Syllable __
is OPEN: Syl.T. I Syl.T. II Syl.T. IT ,' Syl.tC VI

.V. .CV. .HCV. .(H)cHv.

Syllable Syl.T. Ill Syl.T. V Syl.T. Vll

is CLOSED: .CVC. .NCVC.
Vn)C$"^VC

B. Peak filled by Nasal Consonant ;
^yl«T. VIII

f

A syllable may have either a vowel or a nasal consonant filling I

the peak. The closed syllable may not have a long vowel peak, however.

A syllable nay have no onset a simple onset or a complex onset. A simple

onset is one which has no semivowel component but which may have a hom-

organic nasal component: Syllable Types II, III, IV, and V. A complex

onset is one which has a semivowel component and possibly a nasal compo-

nent as well: Syllable Types VI and VII.

4.2. Description of Syllable Types

4.2.1. .V.

Syllable Type I is composed of a Peak filled by a vowel. It occurs

in the phonological word as a prefix and as a suffix. It 'also occurs as

the second syllable of Radical Types IV and V.

[o mpl o ], 'the rains'(2),
+

[e du '''a* ], 'to wash oneself (5),

[tl^a^], 'question' (9).

4.2.2. .CV.

Syllable Type II is compofl^d of an Onset, filled by a consonant,

and a Peak, filled by a vowel. It may occur in the phonoloigical word

as a prefix and a suffix. It may also occur as Radical Type II, as the

first syllable of Radical Types V and VII, and as the second syllable

of Radical Types VI, VII, and VIII. Phonological words built with

radicals of Type IV begin with a syllable of Type II, as may also rad-

icals of Tjrpes I and V.
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Cme^dlj_W], 'water' (6),
+

[me n5£ lu ], 'frequent visits' (6),

[daj^*], 'crab'(5).

4.2.3. .CVC.

Syllable Type III is composed of an Onset, filled by a consonant,

a Peak, filled by a vowel, and a Coda filled by a consonant. Syllable

Type III may occur as Radical Type II. It may also occur as the first

syllable of Radical Type VII and as the second syllable of Radical Types

VI, VII, or VIII. Phonological words built with radicals of Type I or

VI may begin with a syllable of Type III.

[mTr^], 'medicine' (3),

[bcr^"^], 'chest' (7),

[e^kob^"^], 'to help* or 'to find '(5).

4.2.4. .NCV.

Syllable Type IV is composed of an Onset, filled by a homorganic

naial and another consonant, and a Peak, filled by a vowel. Syllable

Type IV occurs as Radical Type II and as the* first syllable in Radical

Types V and VII.

1~3 '

[mbo ], 'aTnn'(3),

[mbu^"^], 'year' (3),

[e nda ma ], 'to damage' (5).

4.2.5. .NCVC.

Syllable Type V is composed of an Onset, filled by a homorganic

nasal and another consonant, a Peak, and a Coda. Syllable Type V oc-

curs as Radical Type II and as the first syllable in Radical Type VII.

[mber^], 'house'(3),

to^nkan^ °le'^"^. 'to swell' (5).__^

[mbll^], 'long hole'(3).
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4.2.6. .(N)ci^V.

Syllable Type VI is composed of a complex Onset (i.e., one having

an optional homorganic nasal, another consonant, and either /w/ or /y/)

and a Peak, filled by a vowel. Syllable Type VI occurs as Radical ly^e

III and as the first syllable of Radical Type VIII.

[eVwe;^"-^lc^~^], 'to be healed'(5),

[rngyo^'^], 'do?'(l),

[mpyo! ], 'contempt' (9).
+

8'4.2.7. .(N)CJ JVC.

Syllable Type VII is composed of a complex Onset, a Peak, and a

Coda. Syllable Type VII occurs as Radical Type III and as the first

syllable of Radical Tyoe VIII.

[ mbyo? ' ], 'the guilty party' (1),
+

4
[rjkwan J, 'squash seed' (7),—=r"

.
[e dys? Ic ], 'to receive in (complement: a vessel) '(5).

+
'~

4.2.8. .N.

Syllable Type VIII is composed of a Peak filled by a homorganic

nasal. It always precedes a syllable of Type II, III, VI, or VII and

occurs at the beginning o£ a word. This Syllable Type comes into ex-

istence due to a floating high tone that indicates the Locative. When

the high tone precedes a nasal-oral consonant cluster, the nasal ele-;

ment becomes syllabic and carries the high tone;

' + NC —> ^C

[rp ber ], 'in the house' (3) , [mber^], 'house'(3).

[O^ka^na^"^], 'in the city'(9),;
, [ pka^na^ "^]. 'city'(:7.).
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5. THE RADICAL

5.1. Introduction

Rules regarding allophonics have been written in reference to the

radical, following the example of Aldxdndre in his study of Bulu.

One alternative to this would be to posit a "phonological word" equi-

valent to the radical and an "extended phonological word" composed of

the radical and its affixes. Due to a precedent in Bulu, however, the

term "radical" has been chosen instead of "phonological word". Where

"phonological word" does occur in this description it always refers

to the product of the radical together with its affixes. Some such

distinction between radical and affixes is helpful in accounting for

t^e distribution of phonemes and their allophones. (See Section 6.3.)

5.2. Inventory of Radical Types

There are eight types of radicals, identified by the number and

type of syllables composing them. The following chart shows the struc-

ture of these radicals and their frequency. The Radical Types are in

capitals. Parentheses indicate the frequency of a radical type or sub-

type in the lexicon. "Syl.T." represents "Syllable Type". The first

syllables of Radical Types I, IV, and VI are not complete without the

addition of the noun class prefix which constitutes the onset conson-

ant of the word. Dashes indicate that a given radical subtype is not

attested.

See p. 19 of Systeme Verbal et Predi=atif du Bulu.
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5.3. Description ^j^ Radical Types

5.3.1. -V((:)

Radical Type I becomfes a syllable with the addition of a noun class

prefix. It is composed of an initial vowel and an optional coda.

[d£?^'^], 'nest' (5),

[deh^'^l, 'chin',

[do^"^], »nose'(5).

5.3.2. -(N)CV(C)

Radical Type II is composed of a single syllable, open or closed,

having a simple onset (Syl. T. II, III, IV, and V).

[mbo^"-^], 'arm' (3),

[so^3, 'friend' (1),

[pkel^"^]. 'rifle'(l).

5.3.3. -(N)ci"lv (C)

Radical Type III is composed of a single syllable, open or closed,

having a complex onset (Syl. T. VI and VII). If Rad.T. lU is open and

the semivowel is /w/, then the Peak may be /a/, /e/, /e:/, /o/, or /o/.

If the syllable is open and the semivowel is /y/, then the Peak may be

/e/, /e:/, Itl , l&l ^ /s.:/, /o/, or /o/.

[o dwe ], 'to give' (5),
+

[ mpya; 3, 'k. of baskct'(l), ..•,•
.

-,

[ sye; ^]. 'work'(7). -

+

I£JRAd^T. Ill is expounded by a closed syllable and the semivowel

is /w/, then the vowel following: may be /©/, /e/, /a/, /o/, or lu I . If

the semivowel is /y/, the Peak may be /e/, /e/, /a/, /o/, or /o/.

[ndyel ^"^], 'daughter-in-law' (3),

[o dyeb "'
], 'poverty' (5)

,

+

[g pyal ], 'to arrive' (5).
+
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5.3.4. -V.V

Radical Type IV becomes a phonological word with the addition

of a houn claiss prefix. It is dbniposed of two-syllables, the second

of which is lacking either onset or coda.

[<luV"^], 'sun' (5),

[mlV"^]. 'brother' (1), _

[diV"^], 'name' (5).

S.T.S. -(N)CV.V ....

Radical Type V is composed of two syllables, the first of which

has a simple onset, the second lacking onset or coda.

[o^go^a ^-"^], 'to know' (5),

[e Iv o ], 'to weave' (5)

,

[c^ ko^a^'~^], 'to deceive' (5).

Radical Types IV and V share the characteristic of having two

vowels in contact with each other. The first vowel may be one of the

followingj, ; -

i u u

I u V

e o o

o .

The second vowel may be /e/, /e/, /a/, /o/, or /o/. The restric-

tions on xar'&cetlfTBtfcfe are indicated in the following chart:

(Circled items in this and other charts will be referred to; in

Section 5.3.9.)

Vowel of

the first



5.3.6. -v(c>.c;v(c)

Radical Type VI becomes a phonological word with the addition of

a noun class prefix which thus conatittjtef its onset consonant. The

first syllable may be open or closed. The second may be open or closed

and has an onset.

[moVum ], 'man'(l),

[du?5_fwo^], '8hade'(5),

[do ho ], 'case of insomnia' (5)

.

The following chart ^hows which vowels are attested while co-

occurring in radicals o^ Type VI:



PEAK OF SYLLABLE TWO:

Peak of



Coda of
Syllable
One:



6.1.1. Noun Type I is composed of a radical and optionally

of one or two prefixes functioning as markers of noun class membership.

It may also have a suffix.

Noun Type I = (Prefix) (Prefix) Radical (Suffix)

No Prefixes or suffix: [djjbe ], 'stream' (7).

One prefix: [e^di^bo^"^], 'to steal' (5).

1 3 4
One prefix and a suffix: [ndtb lu ], 'thief (3).

+

Two prefixes and a suffix: [mi ndlb ®lu ], 'thieves' (4-3)

.

6.1.2. Noun Type II is composed optionally of two pre-

fixes and has two radicals.

Noun Type II « (Prefix) (Prefix) Radical Radical

Radicals identical: [e

'

pi 'be
'

pi be ], 'to be very thick'(5).

One radical derived: [e'du dwan ], 'to be very new' (5).
+ T

Radicals of separate origin: [a n^ kwan ], 'bee'(l),

derived from-[Rui "'], 'body'(9), and [ kwan ], 'honey'O).

6.2. The Verb

The verb may be lengthened through affixation. A prefix may be

composed of a consonant and a vowel or of a vowel alone, as is seen

in the following:

[ba^to^"^], 'go a little',

[aW"^], 'not go'.

A suffix may be composed of a single consonant or a consonant and

a vowel:

[to?^], 'Go'.',

[to no: ], 'bein? gone'.
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6.3. Affixes to Verbs and Nouns

6.3.1. Prefixes

The prefixes to verbs and nouns may be either syllabic or non-

syllabic. Nonsyllabic prefixes include INI before consonants and /m/,
|

/b/, and /d/ before vowels. It is noteworthy that these prefixes may ^

precede vowels which are not attested following t!ie same consonants ^^ !

when they are radically-initial. FotexSn^leiio radicals have been, fotmd'

beginning with /-do/ or /-do/. But /d/, acting as a prefix, is fre-

quently found before these vowels. In addition', no radicals are at-
j

tested in which a radical-initial /m/ is, followed by a front rounded I

irw^.t. Jet fnf toav He tshe fxe^ix tm TtAi'CoXs tfcsinninp 'rith front ]

rounded vowels. (For 3 summflry of the attested sequences of /-CV(C)/, see Appendix I

J

The syllabic prefixes may be vocalic or tjonvocalics* The non-

vocalic syllabic prefix INI has been discussed in sections 1.2.1.

and 4.2.8. The other prefixes consist of an optional Onset and of a

Peak. The Peak nay be filled by /i/, /e/, /a/, or /o/. The Onset may

be filled by /b/ or /m/. The following combinations are attested in

noun and verb prefixes: ,, .

HI 1^1 /a/ /o/

#0 X X X

# /b/ X XX
# /ra/ XX

In an associative construction, the second noun will bear the

prefix of the first noun in addition to its own prefix. This results

in the following combinations of prefixes. Note that the sequence

/Cyo/, if it were a radical, would be [Gyo:]. (See Section 1.7.21,

rule A.)

Prefix of second noun:

/§/ /5/ or /a/ /8/

[my6]

• [byS]

[m6]

Prefix of first



6.3.2. Suffixes

The suffixes to verbs and nouns may be syllabic or non-syllabic.

Non-syllabic suffixes are /k/, /n/, /n/, and /I/, which appear phone-

tically as [?], [n], [q], and [l]. There are four syllabic suffixes

cotaposed of an optional Onset and a Peak. The Onset may be III or

Inl. The Peak m.=iy be filled by /i/, /I/, /a/, /a:/, /u/, /U/, or /o/.

The choice of a vowel respects the rule 'for vowel harmony with the ex-

ception of {o) The following combinations are attested. Note that

the second vowel of a disyllabic radical is rarely HI . (See Section

^•^•^•^
/i/ 111 l&l l&il Inl Hil hi

-0 X X X x •

,
..:,.)•

-/n/ Cn] X X ,
.

-/I/ X XX
Two suffixes may be present on the verb, in which case the sequence

[r)l] is also attested.

7. SUBDIALECTS 0^^ THE DIALECT STUDIED

7.1 Distribution of the three subdialects

There are three subdialects of the Lomie dialect of KSnstml. It

is impossible to predict on the basis of age orbirthplace which of the

three subdialects will be spoken by a given oerson, however. The sub-

dialect chosen for this description is intermediate from the point of

view of language change. In addition to it there is a conservative

subdialect and a progressive subdialect. It is not difficult to observe

that more teenagers speak the progressive subdialect than the other two

subdialects. Nevertheless, not all do.

^•2 The Conservative Subdialect

Speakers of the conservative dialect maintain the contrast /t/ ^ Id

and /d/ !* I SI before /i/, an environment where contrast has been neutral-

ized in the intermediate and progressive subdialects. (See Appendix 1.)

Phonetically, the palatal stops are pronounced as alveopalatal affricates

before /i/, but as palatal stops elsewhere. The pronunciation in paren-

theses is that of the intermediate subdialect.
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CeW"^], 'to a3k'(5), (Le'dt.'"-'])^

[tli'l, 'in-law'd), ([tj.^^)'

[e^dl^"^l, 'to remin'(5), ([e^dl''~^l)

[o''*t I

/'''], 'to untie' (5), ([e tU " D

7.1. The Progressive Subdialect

The speakers of the progressive subdialect diverge in many ways

from those of the intermediate subdialect. They affricate the bilabial

stops before /u/ and /w/.

[p^um^"^], 'night' (3), ([^^"^D-

[ p'^wa?'
'"^]. 'yam'(l). ([^"^'^D-

[eVu?^]. 'anger' (5). ([e^bu? ]) .

[oVwam^"^], 'to buy' (5), ([o bwam ]).

Speakers of the progressive subdialect pronounce /s/ + /y/ as [S].

Similarly, /s/ is pronounced [5] before /i, u, and w/. They affricate

/t/ and /d/ before /y/, /i/, /u/, and /w/.

[eSsl^e^"^]. 'towrite'(5). ([ e^^^e^-^ ]) .

[o^'dzl^e'-^"^], 'to be heavy' (5), ([e^dl^p"^'^]) .

[^^d?ei^"^]. 'to sing' (5), ([e^dye:^"^]).

There are also some changes in a few functional unrphemes which

occur very frequently. In the first three cases cited, words which

in the intermediate subdialect have the phoneme /p/, are pronounced

with [h].
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[ha^l, 'yet',
,

. ([£a^])-

[ha;^"^]. 'obliged to\ ([pa;^"^]).

[ho^], 'like, as', ([m^o*] - [mpU^]).

In the next case the /s/ has the usual allophone [h] but in an un-

usual position. Thi3 may indicate the speakers are re-interpreting

the boundaries of the word, since the morpheme /si/ usually occurs be-

tween (i.) the word composed of the subject noun class prefix and

tense-aspect markers, and (ii.) the verb radical. Thus we find in the

progressive subdialect:

[ma: h_l^ bo; nS ], 'I saw him' ^yesterday or before).

While finding in the intermediate subdialect: -

[ma: sj_ bo; * ri§ ].

If the speakers of the progressive subdialect view /si/ as part of the

/ radical beginning with the subject noun class prefix, [m- ], then that

would explain why they use the radical-medial allophone of /s/, [h].
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